
Space CaseSpace Case
by Stuart Gibbs
While living on a moon base with fellow lunarnauts, Dashiell
Gibson investigates the murder of one of the moon's most
prominent doctors. (First in a series.)

FrazzledFrazzled
by Booki Vivat
Struggling with a family that does not understand her and a
cafeteria full of corrupt lunch ladies, drama-prone Abbie
Wu throws freak-out tantrums in her struggle to figure out
who she is.

The Eighth DayThe Eighth Day
by Dianne K Salerni
Orphan Jax Aubrey doesn't expect much on his thirteenth
birthday, but when he discovers there's an extra day squeezed
between Wednesday and Thursday whose origins are rooted in
Arthurian legend, it's clear his life will never be the same. (First in
a series.)

The Great Greene HeistThe Great Greene Heist
by Varian Johnson
When his ex and his rival with ties to the principal run for school
president, reformed con artist Jackson Greene secretly
assembles a team to ensure the election is run fairly, an effort
complicated by his enduring feelings for his ex. (Sequel: To Catch
a Cheat.)

Great Books forGreat Books for
6th-8th Graders6th-8th Graders

These are some of our favorite books here at
White Rock. Ask us for more suggestions or info

on ways to find more great books to read!

http://4la.co/1ADW3H
http://4la.co/1ADW3J
http://4la.co/1ADW3K
http://4la.co/1ADW3M
http://4la.co/1ADW3N
http://4la.co/1ADW3N


AmbassadorAmbassador
by William Alexander
Recruited by an alien to become Earth's ambassador to the
galaxy, 11-year-old Gabe Fuentes journeys into space and
discovers that Earth is in the path of a destructive alien
force that wants to assassinate him. (Sequel: Nomad.)

The Nazi HuntersThe Nazi Hunters
by Neal Bascomb
Recounts how, sixteen years after the end of World War II, a
team of undercover Israeli agents captured the Nazi war
criminal, Adolf Eichmann, in a remote area of Argentina and
brought him to trial in Israel for crimes committed during
the Holocaust.

The Way Home Looks NowThe Way Home Looks Now
by Wendy Wan Long Shang
After his older brother is killed in a car crash, Peter Lee's
mother is paralyzed by grief and his father seems
emotionally frozen--but Peter hopes that if he joins a Little
League team he can reawaken the passion for baseball that
all the members of his family used to share.

NimonaNimona
by Noelle Stevenson
Lord Blackheart, a villain with a vendetta, and his sidekick,
Nimona, an impulsive young shapeshifter, must prove to the
kingdom that Sir Goldenloin and the Institution of Law
Enforcement and Heroics aren't the heroes everyone thinks
they are.

The Revolution of Evelyn SerranoThe Revolution of Evelyn Serrano
by Sonia Manzano
Evelyn is trying hard to break free from her conservative
surroundings, but when her activist grandmother comes to
stay and the neighborhood protests start, things get a lot
more complicated--and dangerous.

Keeper of the Lost CitiesKeeper of the Lost Cities
by Shannon Messenger
Sophie learns that the remarkable abilities that have always
caused her to stand out identify her as an elf, and is brought
to Eternalia to hone her skills. (First in a series.)

The Pages Between UsThe Pages Between Us
by Lindsey Leavitt
Disappointed to learn that they will not be in many classes
together when starting the sixth grade, best friends Piper
and Olivia stay in touch by sharing a journal only to realize
that their respective goals are taking them further apart.

The Last Kids on EarthThe Last Kids on Earth
by Max Brallier
After a monster apocalypse hits town, average thirteen-
year-old Jack Sullivan builds a team of friends to help slay
the eerily intelligent monster known as Blarg. (First in a
series.)

My Brother's SecretMy Brother's Secret
by Dan Smith
Playing war games to train for the Hitler Youth in Germany,
12-year-old Karl finds his loyalties changing in the wake of
his father's murder and his brother's membership in a
shadow rebel group.

Capture the FlagCapture the Flag
by Kate Messner
When the original Star Spangled Banner is stolen, Anne,
José, and Henry, all descendants of the Silver Jaguar
Society, pursue suspects through baggage handling
tunnels while stranded at a Washington, D.C., airport during
a snowstorm. (First in a series.)
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